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Sum & Substance of Conflict of Laws 1981 revolutions are melancholy moments in historyâ
brief gasps of hope that emerges from misery and disillusionment this is true for great
revolutions like 1789 in france or 1917 in russia but applies to lesser political upheavals as
well conflict builds into a state of tense confrontation like a powder keg when a spark is
thrown an explosion takes place and the old edifice begins to crumble people are caught up
in an initial mood of elation but it does not last normality catches up why do revolutions occur
in this completely revised edition of the modern social conflict ralf dahrendorf explores the
basis and substance of social and class conflict ultimately he finds that conflicts are about
enhancing life chances that is they concern the options people have within a framework of
social linkages the ties that bind a society which dahrendorf calls ligatures the book offers a
concise and accessible account of conflict s contribution to democracies and how
democracies must change if they are to retain their political and social freedom this new
edition takes conflict theory past the fall of the berlin wall in 1989 and into the present day
upon publication of the original 1988 edition stanley hoffmann stated â ralf dahrendorf is one
of the most original and experienced social and political writers of our time this book is both
a survey of social and political conflict in western societies from the eighteenth century to the
present and a tract for a new radical liberalism â and saul friedlÃ nder wrote â ralf
dahrendorf has written a compelling book the brilliant contribution of a convinced liberal to
the study of conflict within contemporary democratic society â
War and Drugs 2012 since the end of the cold war conflict prevention and resolution
peacekeeping and peacebuilding have risen to the top of the international agenda the second
edition of this hugely popular text charts the development of the field from its pioneers to its
contemporary exponents and offers an assessment of its achievements and the challenges it
faces in today s changed security environment existing material has been thoroughly updated
and new chapters added on peacebuilding from below reconciliation responses to terror
gender issues the ethics of intervention dialogue discourse and disagreement culture and
conflict resolution and future directions for the field the authors argue that a new form of
cosmopolitan conflict resolution is emerging which offers a hopeful means for human
societies to transcend and celebrate their differences part i offers a comprehensive survey of
the theory and practice of conflict resolution part ii enters into the controversies that have
surrounded conflict resolution as it has become part of the mainstream contemporary conflict
resolution is essential reading for students of peace and security studies conflict management
and international politics as well as those working in non government organizations or think
tanks
Sum & Substance of Conflict of Laws 1987 the underlying rationale for the international
humanitarian law of war is the protection of individuals and victims of war this book is a
contribution to the study of human rights in general and humanitarian law in particular it
contains detailed information and analysis of the law and practice relating to international
armed conflicts involving irregular combatants the discussion focuses on the most
controversial provisions of additional protocol i to the geneva conventions the classification of
wars of national liberation the treatment of guerrillas and mercenaries upon capture
reprisals and the question of supervision and implementation in such conflicts the manuscript
on which this book was based was awarded the 1991 paul reuter prize by the international
committee of the red cross
The Modern Social Conflict 2008 this book is divided into three sections entitled critical harm
reduction policy from oppositional social movement to institutionalised public health policy
part one encompasses a diverse array of issues relating to the cost benefit analysis of harm
reduction as measured in the terms of institutionalisation and de politicisation part two
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critical harm reduction practice autonomy ideology and evidence based interventions consists
of several concrete case studies concerning harm reduction practice in an array of non
traditional contexts comprised of a unique series of chapters that each interrogates a
different issue relating to the philosophical underpinnings of harm reduction part three is
entitled critical harm reduction theory philosophy depoliticisation direct action and drug
service users experiential knowledge although the emphasis of each section and
corresponding set of chapters is remarkably diverse several themes remain prominent
throughout this book including an overtly critical analysis of the multiplicity of contextual
deployments of harm reduction a recurring focus on elevating the value of experiential
knowledge and the fundamentally important central role of people with direct lived
experience additionally the centrality of direct action tactics in the innovation of user based
forms of harm reduction in policy practice and philosophically based contexts are discussed
Contemporary Conflict Resolution 2005-12-08 this book introduces root narrative theory a
new approach for narrative analysis decoding moral politics and for building respect and
understanding in conditions of radical disagreement this theory of moral politics bridges
emotion and reason and rather than relying on what people say it helps both the analyst and
the practitioner to focus on what people mean in a language that parties to the conflict
understand based on a simple idea the legacy effects of abuses of power the book argues that
conflicts only endure and escalate where there is a clash of interpretations about the history
of institutional power providing theoretically complex but easy to use tools this book offers a
completely new way to think about storytelling the effects of abusive power on interpretation
the relationship between power and conceptions of justice and the origins and substance of
ultimate values by locating the source of radical disagreement in story structures and
political history rather than in biological or cognitive systems root narrative theory bridges
the divides between reason and emotion realism and idealism without losing sight of the
inescapable human element at work in the world s most devastating conflicts this book will
be of much interest to students of conflict resolution peace studies and international relations
as well as to practitioners of conflict resolution
The International Law of Armed Conflict: Personal and Material Fields of Application
2023-11-27 revolutions are melancholy moments in history brief gasps of hope that emerges
from misery and disillusionment this is true for great revolutions like 1789 in france or 1917
in russia but applies to lesser political upheavals as well conflict builds into a state of tense
confrontation like a powder keg when a spark is thrown an explosion takes place and the old
edifice begins to crumble people are caught up in an initial mood of elation but it does not
last normality catches up why do revolutions occur in this completely revised edition of the
modern social conflict ralf dahrendorf explores the basis and substance of social and class
conflict ultimately he finds that conflicts are about enhancing life chances that is they
concern the options people have within a framework of social linkages the ties that bind a
society which dahrendorf calls ligatures the book offers a concise and accessible account of
conflict s contribution to democracies and how democracies must change if they are to retain
their political and social freedom this new edition takes conflict theory past the fall of the
berlin wall in 1989 and into the present day upon publication of the original 1988 edition
stanley hoffmann stated ralf dahrendorf is one of the most original and experienced social
and political writers of our time this book is both a survey of social and political conflict in
western societies from the eighteenth century to the present and a tract for a new radical
liberalism and saul friedlander wrote ralf dahrendorf has written a compelling book the
brilliant contribution of a convinced liberal to the study of conflict within contemporary
democratic society provided by publisher
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Family conflict and parental substance abuse 2012 laura sjoberg positions gender and
gender subordination as key factors in the making and fighting of global conflict through the
lens ofgender she examines the meaning causes practices and experiences of war building a
more inclusive approach to the analysis of violent conflict between states considering war at
the international state substate and individual levels sjoberg s feminist perspective elevates a
number of causal variables in war decision making these include structural gender inequality
cycles of gendered violence state masculine posturing the often overlooked role of emotion in
political interactions gendered understandings of power and states mistaken perception of
their own autonomy and unitary nature gendering global conflict also calls attention to
understudied spaces that can be sites of war such as the workplace the household and even
the bedroom her findings show gender to be a linchpin of even the most tedious and
seemingly bland tactical and logistical decisions in violent conflict armed with that
information sjoberg undertakes the task of redefining and reintroducing critical readings of
war s political economic and humanitarian dimensions developing the beginnings of a
feminist theory of war
Critical Approaches to Harm Reduction 2016 this second edition of the award winning the
sage handbook of conflict communication emphasizes constructive conflict management from
a communication perspective identifying the message as the focus of conflict research and
practice editors john g oetzel and stella ting toomey along with expert researchers in the
discipline have assembled in one resource the knowledge base of the field of conflict
communication identified the best theories ideas and practices of conflict communication and
provided the opportunity for scholars and practitioners to link theoretical frameworks and
application tools
Root Narrative Theory and Conflict Resolution 2020 das englischsprachige berghof handbook
ist das internationale referenzwerk zum thema konflikttransformation the berghof handbook
offers both practitioners and scholars a systematic overview of the state of the art of conflict
transformation
The Modern Social Conflict 2017 kellett and dalton present a core text in conflict
management derived from extensive class testing of their material their book helps readers
understand the elements of conflict and act on that understanding by managing conflict
better in each area of their lives work family and community
Conflict of Laws 1981 from mild disagreements to major personnel blowouts conflict in the
workplace is unavoidable drawing lightheartedly from stories of her own slipups and
disagreements as well as examples from her twenty years of experience as a conflict
resolution professional author susan shearouse reveals how conflict is created how to
respond to it and how to manage it more effectively so that your team can get back to doing
what it does best producing top results for your organization conflict 101 employs research
humor and oh so relatable anecdotes to help readers more deeply understand what it takes to
build trust harness negative emotions encourage apologies and forgiveness use a solution
seeking approach and say what needs to be said in the workplace to move past conflicts
whether it s a fight over resources a disagreement about how to get things done or an
argument stemming from perceived differences in identities or values the manager s role is
to navigate relationships build compromises and encourage better collaboration in doing so
you ll not only become a stronger manager you ll build a much stronger team
Gendering Global Conflict 2013-08-06 this book focuses on the formal and informal
reconciliation processes during conflict and post conflict periods in various locations in the
asia pacific and includes cases studies based on primary research conducted in countries
such as cambodia timor leste nepal sri lanka pakistan india south thailand bougainville and
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the solomon islands it offers insights to further our understanding of the social and political
processes of reconciliation in a region that has witnessed numerous armed conflicts many of
them perpetuating over generations the book also draws lessons from the richness arising
from diversity in terms of religious and cultural practices social life and forms of government
and governance and through the exploration of theories and practices of reconciliation in
conflict and post conflict contexts in the region it provides useful reference material for
researchers academics policy makers and students working in the areas of peacebuilding
conflict transformation reconciliation social cohesion development transitional justice and
human rights in the asia and pacific region
The SAGE Handbook of Conflict Communication 2013-02-14 conflicts are more effectively
managed if people understand the layers meaning in their conflicts and collaborate based on
those meanings in this book author peter m kellett analyzes and interprets real life conflict
stories as a way to create opportunities for more productive ways to navigate and resolve
conflict
Transforming Ethnopolitical Conflict 2013-04-17 this book provides a comprehensive
study of asymmetric territorial conflict combining game theory statistical empirical analysis
and historiographic analysis using the israeli palestine conflict as a case study it tests the
model on a database of almost four hundred territorial conflicts
Managing Conflict in a Negotiated World 2001-03-30 a practical resource this book combines
tips checklists exercises and stories to outline concrete processes that improve the way
leaders managers and anyone within an organization responds to conflict beginning with a
series of questions and self diagnostics the authors show you how to maintain emotional
balance in the face of conflict implement constructive communications techniques help others
deal with conflicts that are causing organization problems establish norms for handling
conflict use specific approaches for addressing conflict more effectively a must have
guidebook for the new age of global business this book shows every leader how to turn
feelings of fear into feelings of safety suspicion into trust and competitiveness into
collaboration jim kouzes coauthor of the best selling book the leadership challenge and dean
s executive professor of leadership leavey school of business santa clara university craig
runde and tim flanagan use their vast experience to give us developing your conflict
competence move beyond negative workplace conflict to positive and constructive outcomes
with the simple tools and suggestions in this must read field guide marshall goldsmith best
selling author of what got you here won t get you there succession are you ready and the
upcoming mojo i ve read the authors first two books becoming a conflict competent leader
and building conflict competent teams their latest book pulls it all together by providing
models examples and thought provoking insight it will be required reading for my senior
management team deborah jallad president chairman accredited surety and casualty
company inc
Keeping the Peace: A Church Member's Guide to Conflict Resolution 2002-04-22 the second
edition of this classic resource on conflict resolution combines research conceptual models
practitioner experience and stories that highlight the core conflict competencies the book
underscores the importance for leaders to develop the critical skills they need to help them
their colleagues and their organizations deal more effectively with conflict and move their
organizations forward this new edition expands on the conflict competence model includes
new tools and techniques shows how to develop conflict competent teams and organizations
and offers a new online assessment
Conflict 101 2011-05-11 central to a transformational approach to conflict is the idea that
conflicts must be viewed as embedded within broader relational patterns and social and
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discursive structures and must be addressed as such this implies the need for systemic
change at generative levels in order to create genuine transformation at the level of
particular conflicts central also to this book is the idea that the origins of transformation can
be momentary or situational small scale or micro level as well as bigger and more systemic or
macro level micro level changes involve shifts and meaningful changes in communication and
related patterns that are created in communication between people such transformative
changes can radiate out into more systemic levels and systemic transformative changes can
radiate inwards to more micro levels this book engages this transformative framework within
this framework this book pulls together current work that epitomizes and highlights the
contribution of communication scholarship and communication centered approaches to
conflict transformation in local community regional environmental and global conflicts in
various parts of the world the resulting volume presents an engaging mix of scholarly
chapters think pieces and experiences from the field of practice the book embraces a wide
variety of theoretical and methodological approaches as well as transformative techniques
and processes including narrative dialogic critical cultural linguistic conversation analytic
discourse analytic and rhetorical this book makes a valuable contribution to the ongoing
dialogue across and between disciplines and people on how to transform conflicts creatively
sustainably and ethically
Reconciliation in Conflict-Affected Communities 2019-02-11 the life course of serious and
violent youth grown up addresses significant gaps in the literature on youth involved in
chronic serious and violent offending through longitudinal research and a long follow up into
adulthood it challenges common perceptions about offending outcomes using theoretically
grounded methodologically sophisticated and empirically driven research this book
culminates 20 years of data emerging from the incarcerated serious and violent young
offender study isvyos initiated in 1998 to understand the origins of serious and violent youth
offending it follows 1 719 formerly incarcerated youth through adulthood and offers a
contemporary perspective to questions about chronic offending in adolescence and social and
offending outcomes in adulthood the authors provide a theoretically framed examination of
new findings from the isvyos regarding participants justice system involvement from onset to
persistence to desistance most participants experienced continued involvement in the justice
system in adulthood however contrary to past literature isvyos findings challenge static
descriptions of chronic offending and notions of the youth super predator isvyos findings also
challenge assertions that experiences and risk factors in childhood and adolescence are not
informative of adult justice system involvement together the findings call for a more
humanistic approach that recognizes that the complex lives of individuals formerly
incarcerated in adolescence implies that desistance does not happen by default this book will
be of great interest to scholars researchers and students of forensic psychology
developmental and life course criminology youth justice and violent crime
Conflict Dialogue 2006-06-28 this book uses empirical evidence from various case studies to
examine the relationship between territorial and regional autonomy the nation state and
ethnic conflict resolution in south and south east asia the concept of territorial or regional
autonomy holds centre stage in the literature on ethnic conflict settlement because it is
supposed to be able to reconcile two paradoxical objectives the preservation of the territorial
integrity and sovereignty of the state and the satisfaction of ethnic minorities right to
national self determination critics argue however that autonomy may not be the panacea for
ethnic conflict in all cases the contributing authors begin with the concept of territorial or
regional autonomy and subject it to a rigorous empirical analysis which provides reliable
evidence regarding the suitability of the autonomy solution to intractable ethnic conflicts
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drawing upon case studies from kashmir assam sri lanka aceh mindanao and southern
thailand this edited volume argues that autonomy arrangements may at best work to resolve
only a handful of separatist ethnic conflicts in south and south east asia this book will be of
much interest to students of south and south east asia asian security ethnic conflict peace
studies and ir in general
Dynamics of Asymmetric Territorial Conflict 2013-07-12 this book provides a comprehensive
assessment of how the eu has performed in facilitating mediation conflict resolution and
peacebuilding across the globe
Developing Your Conflict Competence 2010-01-29 a time saving resource fully revised to
meet the changing needs of mental health professionals the complete adult psychotherapy
treatment planner fifth edition provides all the elements necessary to quickly and easily
develop formal treatment plans that satisfy the demands of hmos managed care companies
third party payors and state and federal agencies new edition features empirically supported
evidence based treatment interventions including anger control problems low self esteem
phobias and social anxiety organized around 43 behaviorally based presenting problems
including depression intimate relationship conflicts chronic pain anxiety substance use
borderline personality and more over 1 000 prewritten treatment goals objectives and
interventions plus space to record your own treatment plan options easy to use reference
format helps locate treatment plan components by behavioral problem or dsm 5 diagnosis
includes a sample treatment plan that conforms to the requirements of most third party
payors and accrediting agencies including carf the joint commission tjc coa and the ncqa
Becoming a Conflict Competent Leader 2012-12-17 with displacement as the guiding
thread the purpose of this study is twofold firstly it derives from the relevant provisions of
international humanitarian law a legal framework for the protection of displaced persons in
armed conflict both from and during displacement it contains a case study on israeli
settlements in the occupied palestinian territory and the recent advisory opinion on the
separation wall and addresses such issues as humanitarian assistance for displaced persons
the treatment of refugees in the hands of a party to a conflict and the militarisation of
refugee camps secondly it examines the issue of displacement within the broader context of
civilian war victims and identifies and addresses the normative gaps of international
humanitarian law including the inadequacy of concepts such as protected persons and the
persistence of the dichotomy between international and non international armed conflicts
which is at odds with the realities of contemporary armed conflicts
Communication and Conflict Transformation through Local, Regional, and Global
Engagement 2016-12-13 the book contains a record of certain proceedings of the 1974 1977
geneva diplomatic conference on the reaffirmation and development of international
humanitarian law applicable in armed conflicts which drafted the 1977 protocol additional to
the geneva conventions of 12 august 1949 and relating to the protection of victims of non
international armed conflicts protocol ii
Men's Gender Role Conflict as a Moderator of the Relationship between Substance Use
Severity and Emotion Regulation Difficulties 2019 understanding ethnic conflict provides all
the key concepts needed to understand conflict among ethnic groups including approaches
from both comparative politics and international relations this text offers a model of ethnic
conflict s internationalization by showing how domestic and international actors influence a
country s ethnic and sectarian divisions illustrating this model in five original case studies the
unique combination of theory and application in understanding ethnic conflict facilitates
more critical analysis of contemporary ethnic conflicts and the world s response to them
The Life-Course of Serious and Violent Youth Grown Up 2021-06-30 some of the
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bloodiest conflicts occur on the african continent an afrocentric perspective is therefore a
suitable starting point for research into the possible strategies for post conflict peacebuilding
the authors of this book consider the problems around the concept of post conflict and the
blurring of military and civilian roles analysing the un roles in the drc and sierra leone as well
as the african union mission in burundi the main context of the book however is the south
african army s strategy for pcrd in africa which was developed with the african union s 2006
post conflict reconstruction and development needs assessment guide in mind this book
emanates from this plan it therefore also explores south africa s policy imperatives to
integrate development projects and peace missions involving the military as well as civilian
organisations while this book is not intended as an instruction manual it hopes to ignite an
understanding of the particular processes required to develop a sustainable and cohesive
post conflict peacebuilding strategy within the african environment
Fischer's Sum and Substance Audio on Conflict of Laws, 4th (CD) 2007-01-01 events in
the post cold war era have challenged the notions of realism and realpolitik with an upsurge
in intrastate conflicts involving other actors than just the state during this period the
international community has witnessed the limitations of the tenets of realism for addressing
disastrous civil wars or ethno political conflicts internal to the states largely because of this
and alongside the emerging field of conflict resolution in western countries transitional
conflict resolution mechanisms emerged with characteristic multi track diplomacy
orientations for solving national problems within african countries by the end of the 1980s
and early 1990s several african countries including south africa burundi and sierra leone
resorted to either a truth and reconciliation commission or an international tribunal to handle
violence and restore peace and justice in the same period other african countries opted for
what was called national conference to solve their national problems and transform conflict
into an opportunity for structural change in february 1990 the republic of benin a small
nation state in west africa achieved peace through a national conference the national
conference in benin was a national gathering for crisis resolution through social debates on
critical issues facing the nation and political decision making for constructive changes as a
pioneer benin led the political change movement of the national conference and was later
followed by eight other african countries namely chad congo brazzaville gabon mali niger
togo the central african republic and the former zaire now known as the democratic republic
of congo to date most of the existing literature on the subject explores the phenomenon of
national conference as something of a prelude to political transition to multipartyism and
democracy part of the literature depicts the national conference as a civil coup d etat and
recommends its institutionalization as a system for democratic transitions this book takes a
different approach by conceptualizing the national conference phenomenon as a multi track
diplomacy tool or as a process for conflict transformation and peacemaking building upon
theories of conflict and conflict resolution the author analyzes the national conference as a
unique diplomatic approach to transforming national crisis which expands the scope of
strategies for peacemaking
Autonomy and Ethnic Conflict in South and South-East Asia 2013-05-20 recognition is
a fundamental aspect of all social interactions between individuals groups local communities
and sovereign states recognition refers to those sociological processes whereby two or more
entities such as states groups such as ethnic or cultural communities or individuals interact
with one another and come to understand themselves and the other as mutually free
individuals as social agents whose identities interests and outlooks are equally bound
together without the foundational act of recognition relations can become unequal and
antagonistic leading to social pathologies denigration and even open conflict this volume
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brings together leading international scholars of recognition theory in world politics to
discuss the potential for recognition to pacify relations between states groups and individuals
and to develop recognition processes in the global community it examines the implications of
recognition theory in helping to understand the problem of conflict and the possibilities for
forging a form of global ethical community this book was published as a special issue of
global discourse
The European Union as a Global Conflict Manager 2012 as cold war battle lines are
seemingly re drawn russia s various frozen war zones ongoing separatist conflicts are often
cited as particularly volatile and assumed by some western commentators and policymakers
to be next on putin s wish list but as helena rytövuori apunen demonstrates here this is a
gross and dangerous oversimplification that will only serve to fuel the vicious circle of
reciprocal military escalation drawing on a range of empirical research and across separatist
conflicts in georgia south ossetia and abkhazia moldova transnistria and gagauzia and
azerbaijan nagorno karabakh and the 2014 annexation of crimea from ukraine her timely
book provides a balanced assessment and critique of the assumptions and misunderstandings
that inform mainstream discussions as well as placing the conflicts in their proper and
complex historical contexts at a time when there is an increasing tendency to view russia as
the source of all instability in eastern europe power and conflict in russia s borderlands is
essential reading for anyone interested in the geopolitics of post soviet russia as well as
policymakers and practitioners of peace conflict resolution studies
The Complete Adult Psychotherapy Treatment Planner 2014-01-28 this book
investigates the decision making process rationale and determining factors which underlie
the strategic shifts of armed movements from violent to nonviolent resistance the revival of
global interest in the phenomenon of nonviolent struggle since the 2011 arab spring offers a
welcome opportunity to revisit the potential of unarmed resistance as an alternative pathway
out of armed conflicts in cases where neither military or counter insurgency nor negotiated
solutions have succeeded this volume brings together academics from various disciplinary
traditions and offers a wide range of case studies including south africa palestine and egypt
through which to view the changes from violence to nonviolence within self determination
revolutionary or pro democracy struggles while current historiography focuses on armed
conflicts and their termination through military means or negotiated settlements this book is
a first attempt to investigate the nature and the drivers of transitions from armed strategies
to unarmed methods of contentious collective action on the part of non state conflict actors
the text concentrates in particular on the internal and relational factors which underpin the
decision making process from a change of leadership and a pragmatic re evaluation of the
goals and means of insurgency in the light of evolving inter party power dynamics to the
search for new local or international allies and the cross border emulation or diffusion of new
repertoires of action this book will be of interest to students of security studies peace and
conflict studies political sociology and ir in general
Weekly Law Bulletin and Ohio Law Journal 1897 with insightful chapters from key social
psychologists and peace scholars this handbook offers an integrative and extensive overview
of critical questions issues processes and strategies relevant to understanding and
addressing intergroup conflict
Armed Conflict and Displacement 2012-09-20
The Law of Non International Armed Conflict 1987-04-21
Statutory Private International Law 1971
Understanding Ethnic Conflict 2015-08-07
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Post-conflict Reconstruction and Development in Africa 2013-10-01
National Conference as a Strategy for Conflict Transformation and Peacemaking
2008-03-30
Recognition, Conflict and the Problem of Global Ethical Community 2017-10-02
Power and Conflict in Russia’s Borderlands 2019-10-21
Civil Resistance and Conflict Transformation 2014-09-15
The Oxford Handbook of Intergroup Conflict 2012-07-26
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